




 GSE is loaded with Proanthocyanidins which are the very potent antioxidants

called “bioflavonoids”, resveratrol, vitamins & minerals.

 GSE offers antioxidants that are 50 times more potent than vitamin E, and 20

times more potent than vitamin C, when used with all of the other antioxidants

and supporting nutrients.

Proanthocyanidins



 Used alone it is only 6 to 7 times more potent than vitamin E, and 3 to 4

times more potent than vitamin C i.e. the power of synergy among

nutrients.

 GSE crosses blood brain barrier easily and the mere fact that high

concentration can be obtained in the fluid and cells of the brain and nerve

tissue makes it an ideal antioxidant for the brain especially in the neuro

degenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s dementia, Parkinson’s disease and

Multiple sclerosis.



• MCT’s are smaller and permeates cell membrane easily, and do not require

lipoproteins or special enzymes to be utilized effectively by the body.

• MCT’s are easily digested putting less stress on GIT.

• MCT’s are directly sent to the liver where they are immediately converted into

energy rather than being stored as fat.

• MCT’s stimulate metabolism leading to fat loss.



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 Brain Health:

 GSE extract crosses blood brain barrier easily and is the ideal antioxidant for the brain

in preventing cognitive loss with aging especially in neuro degenerative diseases like

Alzheimer's dementia, Parkinson’s disease and Multiple sclerosis.

 MCT’s are an alternative energy source for the brain in helping to relieve symptoms of

chronic neuro degenerative diseases, increases mental alertness, improves sleep,

anxiety and depression.

Alzheimer’s Disease Parkinson’s disease.

Multiple sclerosis disease.



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 Cancer:

 GSE is an effective anti-cancer and potential chemo preventive agent.

 GSE is as effective as the cancer drug methotrexate in putting the brakes on

cancer growth without any side effects.

 When GSE is taken in large doses it activates a protein called JNK which helps

to regulate apoptosis of Large Number of damaged and potentially dangerous

cells to commit Suicide. When this mechanism behind apoptosis breaks down,

cancer cells survive and multiply.

 MCT’s fight cancer by providing alternate fuel to the normal cells while

starving the cancer cells.



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 Cardiovascular Health:

 GSE protects the blood vessels damage by lowering and repairing

oxidized LDL cholesterol there by preventing hypertension and reducing

the risk of heart disease.

 GSE improves circulation and relieves symptoms of chronic venous

insufficiency.

 MCT’s prevent atherosclerosis by lowering LDL and increasing HDL

cholesterol and anti-coagulation effects.

 MCT’s as an antioxidant reduce the tissue requirement of vitamin E.

 The life span is longer when the diet is rich in MCT’s



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 GSE helps to relieve migraine headaches.

 Eye Health:

 GSE is also rich in lutein and zeaxanthin which

improves night vision, diabetic retinopathy, and

macular degeneration and maintains good eye sight.

 MCT’s and Weight Management

• MCT’s are not stored as fat deposits in the body and enhance thermogenesis (fat

burning).

• MCT’s weight loss is secondary to lower calorie count, by increasing energy

levels, increased fatty acid metabolism and by increasing insulin sensitivity.



 GSE regulates blood sugar effectively and improves insulin levels in diabetics.

Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 GSE boosts immune system and powerful detoxifier.

 MCT’s “miracle” ingredient “lauric acid” is converted into

“Monolaurium” which helps to strengthen the immune system.



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 GSE helps reduce edema that

occurs after an injury or surgery.

 GSE enhances wound healing.

 GSE with calcium has a beneficial effect on

bone formation and bone strength.



 GSE protects collagen and elastin leading to anti-aging

Health benefits of GSE with MCT

• MCT’s protects and beautifies the skin and stimulates hair growth. 

• MCT’s are naturally moisturizing, lighten age spots, helps acne, effective 

sun screen, protect and heal the skin 



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 GSE helps in treating constipation due to the presence of sugar, organic

acid, & polyose.

 MCT’s Suppresses appetite and improves digestion, detoxifier, boosts

immune function and promotes colon health by its antimicrobial nature

and lauric acid content.

 Anti-septic & Anti-microbial (anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-fungal and

antiprotozoal) GSE prevents food borne illnesses that cause diarrhea and

dysentery.



Health benefits of GSE with MCT

 MCT’s enhanced energy levels are attributed to ketone bodies and increased

fatty acid metabolism to aid in reducing fat deposits and enhance

thermogenesis leading to Fat loss.

 MCT’s enhance endurance during high intensity exercise and serve as an

alternative source of energy.

 GSE aids in alcoholism and helping the body to stabilize acidic PH levels, a

central component for health rejuvenation.



• MCT’s boost hormone production and increases milk supply in nursing mothers.

• MCT’s anti-inflammatory effects help arthritis symptoms.

• MCT’s boost thyroid function.

• MCT’s are useful in treating medical disorders secondary to impaired or damaged

lipid metabolism. They include obstructive jaundice, biliary cirrhosis,

pancreatitis, cystic fibrosis, celiac disease, whipple’s disease, crohn’s disease and

regional enteritis, malnutrition or tissue wasting.

Health benefits of GSE with MCT






